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Other scholars emphasize the culturally liberating role of education in the
civilization process:
It was during the Bronze Age that ... we can for the first lime speak of
civilization. Now, in certain areas of the earth, men were living not in groups or
hordes but in organized communities, submitting to the disciplines and profiting
by the opportunities of the city, intent upon the quality of living rather than
upon mere existence, enjoying (some of them) that degree of leisure anil wealth
that makes possible the pursuit of learning and the cult of art, and stabilized by
the possession of the written word which could enlarge the individual horizon by
the experience of the past and preserve for the future whatever of value man
might invent.8
In this definition note especially the phrases "pursuit of learning" and "the
written word." They point to the most widely agreed upon chamcteristic that
distinguishes civilization from folk society: (he presence of a written language. Sir
Leonard Woolley puts it this way: "the most convenient and easily recognizable
criterion of civilization is the knowledge of the art of writing."'' In fact, Sir Leonaul
goes so far as to say:
The art of writing seems to arise naturally ami almost inevitably from the
condition of urbanization and also to be essential to its maintenance. In no pail
of the world has civilization at any time advanced to any considerable heights or
achieved any permanence unless by the aid of writing; but just as avilization
generally implies the development of city life so writing lias never been in-
troduced in any other than an urban society.10
The interlocking character of these four ingredients of civilization (urbanization,
social differentiation, political inslitutionnli/ution, and writing) is evident in all of the
approaches cited here, but for the origins of organized education the greatest of these
may well be the invention of writing. Woolley begins with urbanization, tefers to
organized communities, and ends up with writing. Piggott begins with the in ban
community resulting from technological and social development and concludes by
saying:
Amongst these basic skills and inventions . . . perhaps the greatest inven-
tion of all was that of writing, the discovery that a set of conventional symbols
could be constructed whereby human speech could be recorded in permanent
form.11
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